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Dear Friends,

It’s hard to believe, but this September 27th will be the third anniversary of 

our opening at 2 Columbus Circle. Now that all the hoopla is over, we’re finally 

beginning to feel like we’ve arrived—at last a fixture in the cultural landscape of 

New York. (It takes a good long while. We first opened our doors as the Museum 

of Contemporary Crafts on September 20, 1956. That was 55 years ago! Crafting 

Modernism: Midcentury American Art and Design, which opens on October 12, is 

as much a story of the evolution of this museum as it is of American postwar 

aesthetic culture.) After our recent change of address, we celebrated all kinds of 

milestones with fanfare: Exhibits like Second Lives and Read My Pins drew record 

crowds; our MADcrush evenings made us a hit with the young and thirsty; The 

Store became a shopping destination practically overnight. 

But more gratifying have been the quieter achievements. Seats to the round tables 

we host at the opening of major exhibitions, with featured artists, select press, 

and hand-picked experts discoursing on a topic pertaining to the exhibit, have 

become much sought-after invitations among the press. This spring, for instance, 

a group of distinguished art and science writers joined Otherworldly artists—Amy 

Bennett, Joe Fig, Lori Nix, and Liliana Porter —and Harvard neurobiologist Margaret 

Livingstone, author of “Vision and Art: The Biology of Seeing,” and the Director 

of NYU’s Institute for the Humanities Lawrence Weschler, distinguished for his 

works of creative non-fiction, in a conversation about how the viewing of artist-

made worlds heightens our awareness of the real. The talk was fascinating. Which 

is why we’ve decided to no longer keep these heady chats as private press perks, 

but to videotape them for public viewing. Stay tuned for web postings.

If you’re already hungry for a sampling of this kind of choice discourse, come to 

the talk “Constructed Images: The Intersection of Sculpture and Photography,” 

on Saturday afternoon, September 17, in the MAD Theater. Otherworldly artists 

Thomas Doyle and Lori Nix will discuss the blurring of artistic practices with art-

ist Oliver Herring and art writers Edward M. Gómez and Shelley Rice. Moderating 

the panel, produced in partnership with the International Sculpture Center and 

Sculpture magazine, will be Barbara MacAdams, the deputy editor of ARTnews. 

We have a number of interesting new alliances coming up this fall. During New 

York Fashion Week, we’re teaming with media partners Vanity Fair and the Film 

Society of Lincoln Center, and corporate sponsors L’Oreal and BMW, to present 

Fashion on Film, a series of cult flicks, like William Klein’s 1966 indie classic  

“Qui êtes-vous, Polly Magoo?” Style authority and window dresser extraordinaire, 

Simon Doonan, will host. In October, we’ll join with furniture maker Bernhard  

Design to show Tools at School in the Seth Glickenhaus Education Center, an exhib-

it of classroom furniture designed and produced by 8th graders at The School at 

Columbia University in collaboration with Bernhardt and the design firm Aruliden. 

The smarts and invention of these young people will astonish you. 

As the cultural partner of World Design Capital Helsinki 2012, we’ll also be hosting 

a press breakfast in October to announce upcoming New York events in celebra-

tion of Finland’s designation. Plan on seeing Finnish Design programming at 

the Museum in May during the International Contemporary Furniture Fair. Next 

spring you will also be able to check out our exhibit of the finalists from Design 

for the Real World Redux, an international competition we co-sponsored with the 

University of Applied Arts, Vienna and the Austrian Cultural Forum New York. 

Since its beginnings, MAD has been global in scope. Which is why we’re gladdened 

that so many foreign institutions continue to look to us to be their showcase in 

New York. Note the exhibition Korean Eye: Energy and Matter opening November 1. 

Meanwhile, while we have no plans to build global outposts, we are expanding 

our physical reach—and promoting our vision—through The Store, which opens a 

satellite shop next month at The Mall at Short Hills, in New Jersey. We may have 

finally arrived, but we’re also just getting started.
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The Museum of Arts and Design, in addition 
to major financial assistance from its Board 
of Trustees, receives operating funds from 
many dedicated supporters. Major support 
for the Museum’s exhibitions, educational 
and outreach programs, and general opera-
tions is provided by public funds from the 
Institute of Museum and Library Services, 
an independent federal agency that grows 
and sustains a “Nation of Learners;” the 
National Endowment for the Arts; the New 
York State Council on the Arts, a State 
Agency; Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg, 
Commissioner Kate D. Levin, and the New 
York City Department of Cultural Affairs, 
in partnership with the New York City 
Council; City Council Speaker Christine C. 
Quinn, Councilmembers Gale A. Brewer, 
Jessica S. Lappin, and James G. Van Bramer, 
and the Manhattan Delegation of the 
Council; and Manhattan Borough President 
Scott M. Stringer.

The Museum’s Thursday evening Pay-What-
You-Wish program is underwritten by the 
Newman’s Own Foundation.

Current and upcoming exhibitions are 
supported by Basil Alkazzi; American 
Express; the Andy Warhol Foundation 
for the Visual Arts; Bloomberg; BMW; the 
Consulate General of The Netherlands 
in New York; The Craft Research Fund, a 
project of the Center for Craft, Creativity 
and Design at the University of North 
Carolina; the Friends of Global Africa; 
The Murray and Helen Gruber Fund; The 
Henry Luce Foundation, Inc.; HSBC Bank 
USA, N.A.; The Karma Foundation; The 
Mondriaan Foundation, Amsterdam; the 
Robert Sterling Clark Foundation, Inc.; The 
Rockefeller Foundation; the Smithsonian 
National Museum of the American Indian 
Indigenous Contemporary Arts Program; 
Susan Steinhauser and Daniel Greenberg; 
Swarovski; the Terra Foundation for 
American Art; the Windgate Charitable 
Foundation; and the Inner Circle, Collectors 
Circle, and Curators Circle, the Museum’s 
leadership support groups. MADprojects 
exhibitions are made possible in part by 
the Newman’s Own Foundation and the 
Museum’s Design Council. The ongoing Art 
Encounters installation project is made  
possible by Benjamin Moore & Co.

Acquisitions to the Museum’s permanent 
collection are made possible in part through 
the generosity of the Board of Trustees; 
private and anonymous donors; and the 
Museum’s Collections Committee. The 
restoration of Robert Arneson’s Alice House 
Wall was made possible by a generous grant 
from The Henry Luce Foundation, Inc.

The Charles Bronfman International 
Curatorship Program, focusing on contem-
porary global developments in art, craft, 
and design, has been generously funded by 
The Andrea and Charles Bronfman Fund.

The Museum’s educational programs are 
made possible through the generosity of the 
Leona M. and Harry B. Helmsley Charitable 
Trust. Ongoing support is provided by the 
William Randolph Hearst Endowment Fund 
for Education and Outreach Programs. 
Additional support is provided by the 

Museum’s Board of Trustees and the 
Central Park Conservancy; the Chazen 
Foundation; Chubb Insurance Group; The 
Glickenhaus Foundation; the William 
and Mildred Lasdon Foundation; The New 
York Community Trust; Newman’s Own 
Foundation; The Seth Sprague Educational 
and Charitable Foundation; the Laurie M. 
Tisch Illumination Fund; the Barbara and 
Donald Tober Foundation; private and 
anonymous donors; and the Museum’s 
corporate members. MADlab: Arts Access is 
made possible by the Fondation d’entreprise 
Hermès, with additional support from 
HSBC Bank USA, N.A., and the Keith Haring 
Foundation. Programming in the Museum’s 
Open Studios is made possible in part by 
the Helena Rubinstein Foundation.

Important funds for the Museum’s ongoing 
operations are provided by the Museum’s 
members and Acorn Hill Foundation, 
Inc.; AG Foundation; Frances Alexander 
Foundation; Adrian and Jessie Archbold 
Charitable Trust; The Arkin Family 
Foundation; Maria and The Honorable 
Diego E. Arria; Bloomberg; BNP Paribas; The 
Brown Foundation; George Bouri; Matthew 
and Carolyn Bucksbaum Family Foundation; 
Carnegie Corporation of New York; The 
Carson Family Charitable Trust; The 
Chazen Foundation; Chilewich Sultan LLC; 
Michele and Martin Cohen; The Herbert 
and Junia Doan Foundation; the Dobkin 
Family Foundation; Marcia and Alan Docter; 
Renaud Dutreil; Elizabeth Arden; The Estēe 
Lauder Companies Inc.; The Ferriday Fund 
Charitable Trust; The Honorable C.  
Virginia Fields; Carolee Friedlander; Kris 
Fuchs; The Glickenhaus Foundation; 
Goldman, Sachs & Co.; Sandra and Louis 
Grotta; The Irving Harris Foundation; Edwin 
B. Hathaway; Henry Luce Foundation, 
Inc.; William Talbott Hillman Foundation; 
Lois U. and Dirk Jecklin; Linda E. Johnson; 
Ann Kaplan and Robert Fippinger; The 
J.M. Kaplan Fund; J. Jeffrey Kauffman; 
F.M. Kirby Foundation, Inc.; Eli Klein Fine 
Art; Johnna and Fred Kleisner; The Jane 
and Leonard Korman Family Foundation; 
Laura and Lewis Kruger; The William 
and Mildred Lasdon Foundation; The 
Levitt Foundation; Lion Brand Yarn; Liz 
Claiborne, Inc.; Maharam; Cynthia and 
Jeffrey Manocherian; Material ConneXion; 
Maya Romanoff; MMPI; The Ambrose 
Monell Foundation; Robert Lee Morris; 
Nelson Air Corp.; Newman’s Own; Northern 
Trust; Ogilvy & Mather; Oldcastle Building 
Envelope; The Peco Foundation; Pratt 
Institute; The Jack A. and Aviva Robinson 
Family Support Foundation; Joel M. 
Rosenthal; The Evelyn Sharp Foundation; 
Barbara Karp Shuster; The Franz W. Sichel 
Foundation; The Ruth and Jerome Siegel 
Foundation; Klara and Larry Silverstein; 
Steelcase, Inc.; Sugar Foods Corporation; 
Angela Sun; Suzanne Tick, Inc.; Swarovski; 
The Taubman Company; Tiffany & Co.; 
Time Warner, Inc.; Barbara and Donald 
Tober Foundation; Miles Young; and many 
other generous private and anonymous 
donors.

Ogilvy Worldwide is the Museum’s branding 
partner in its marketing and membership 
efforts.
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Cover: LEE KRASNER. Mosaic Table, 1947. 
Mixed media, including broken glass, Keys, 
coins, ceramic, pebbles cement, iron wagon 
wheel, and steel; 21 ¾ x 46 ¾ in. Private 
collection, courtesy of Michael Rosenfeld 
Gallery, New York, NY. Photo: Pollock-
Krasner Foundation/Artists Rights Society 
(ARS), New York.

Right: RICHARD POUSETTE-DART. Forms: 
Transcendental, 1950 (detail). Gouache on 
panel, 24 x 19 ½ in. The Simona and Jerome 
Chazen Collection. Photo: Estate of Richard 
Pousette-Dart/Artists Rights Society (ARS), 
New York. 
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PABLO PICASSO. Le Grand Faune, 1973. Gold;
3 3⁄8 x 4 ¾ in. Private collection.

PAUL EVANS. Screen, 1969 (detail). Steel, 
colored pigments; 72 x 36 x 5 in. Collection  
of Dorsey Reading.

READYMADE PROJECTS/DANIEL 
HAKANSSON. The Hybrid Project, 2009.

LILIANA PORTER. Man with Axe, 2011 (detail). Painted resin figurine, porcelain, metal, paper, 
cardboard, glass, wood, plastic; 10 x 60 x 96 in. Photo courtesy of the artist.

CHRISTOPHER WADE ADAMS. Wall Construction, 
2008 (detail). Glazed earthenware; 28 x 24 in. 
Gift of Christopher Wade Adams, Paul Aferiat, 
and Peter Stamberg, 2009.

[ last chance ]

[ upcoming ]

[ on view ]

Otherworldly: Optical Delusions and Small Realities
Through September 18, 2011 

Miniature fantastic worlds built by 37 contemporary artists exploring and 
expanding upon the diorama as an art form through sculpture, painting, 
photography—and snowglobes. 
otherworldly: optical delusions and small realities is made possible by the National Endowment for the 
Arts, with additional support from the Cultural Services of the Québec Government Office in New York and the 
Collectors Circle, a leadership Museum support group.

Charles Simonds’ dwelling, 2011 (located in the MAD lobby) is made possible by the Collections Committee, 
Mimi Livingston, and Stephen and Pamela Hootkin.

Charles Simonds’ dwelling, 2011 (located at 1790 Broadway) is made possible by 1790 Broadway Associates LLC.

Stephen Burks | Are You 
A Hybrid?
Through October 2, 2011

this vibrant exhibition, organized  
by stephen Burks, looks at how 
modern and contemporary artists 
and designers have set global 
trends and promoted a pluralistic 
vision of design. 

Picasso to Koons:  
The Artist as Jeweler
September 20, 2011 –  
January 8, 2012

Pablo Picasso, Max Ernst, robert 
rauschenberg, and Anish Kapoor 
are some of the greatest and 
best-loved artists of modern and 
contemporary times. What is not 
so well known about them is that 
they have all made wearable sculp-
tures. this exhibition of some 240 
masterpieces presents works that 
are either reminiscent of the artist’s 
existing vocabulary or make striking 
departures from it. 

Picasso to Koons: Artist as Jeweler is made possible 
in part by the Inner Circle, a leadership Museum 
support group.

Crafting Modernism: 
Midcentury American 
Art and Design
October 12, 2011 –  
January 15, 2012 

the fourth part of The Centenary 
Project, the first in-depth examina-
tion of American craft in the 20th 
century, this exhibition explores the 
rich interplay of art and design in 
craft media that exploded across  
the U.s. during the postwar era.  
the focus is on the artistic protago-
nists of this period, the rapid growth 
and development of craft within a 
changing American culture and in  
a larger international context. 
Crafting Modernism: Midcentury American Art 
and design is made possible through the generosity 
of the National Endowment for the Arts; the Henry 
Luce Foundation; and the Craft Research Fund of the 
Center for Craft, Creativity and Design.

HONG YOUNG IN. Procession, 2010 (detail). 
Embroidery and Acrylic on Scenic Fabric;  
10 ½ x 6 5⁄8 ft. Saatchi Gallery, London. 

HIROKI TAKADA. Tea Ceremony chair, 
2010. Bamboo, Japanese ash; 70 ¾ x  
47 ¼ x 31 ½ in. Gift of the artist, 2011. 

Korean Eye:  
Energy and Matter
November 1, 2011 –  
February 19, 2012

Bringing together 21 emerging and 
established Korean artists working 
in photography, painting, video, and  
mixed media, this exhibition offers 
an illuminating commentary on the  
philosophical and aesthetic condi-
tions of modern Korean culture, from  
virtual reality and the pervasive 
influence of fantasy and pop culture 
to the dehumanization inherent in 
a post-industrial society. in collabo-
ration with Parallel Contemporary 
Art, the Museum is proud to serve 
as the debut venue for this exhibi-
tion, which will tour internationally.
Korean Eye: Energy and Matter is made possible in 
part by Standard Chartered, and Dr. Young Yang 
Chung and the Seol Won Foundation.

Beauty in All Things: 
Japanese Art and Design
November 22, 2011 – TBD 2012

Featuring objects drawn largely 
from the collection, this exhibition 
reflects the wide range of ways in 
which Japanese artists and design-
ers have created beauty in everyday 
objects from ceramics to table-
ware. Beauty in All Things features 
works by important creators such 
as ceramicist Jun Kaneko, textile 
designer Jun-ichi Arai, and such 
designer-makers as nendo and 
Hiroki takada. Whether by main-
taining the tradition of outstanding 
craftsmanship or pushing those 
techniques in new directions, this 
exhibition celebrates the timeless 
allure and elegance of Japanese art 
and design. 

Flora and Fauna,  
MAD about Nature
Through January 2012 
From insects and birds to flowers  
and trees, this exhibition is a 
captivating peek at Mother nature 
as seen by artists creating in glass, 
ceramics, metal, and wood. 



Museumgoers are often dazzled 
by MAd’s novel presentations of 
art and design, but when admiring 
the look and feel of our exhibits, 
few ever consider the labor and 
the logistics that goes on behind-
the-scenes to effect these striking 
gallery transformations, much  
less the time invested in the  
maintenance and archiving of 
collection objects. this hard work 
is largely the responsibility of our 
persevering registrars.

the truth is, the shows would 
not “go on” without them. though often overlooked and unseen, the four-
member registrar department, housed in the basement of the Museum, 
is as crucial as it is active. of a typical day, Head registrar Ellen Holdorf 
says, “i could be working on any number of projects: producing a budget 
for the crating, shipping, and insuring of an entire exhibition; talking to a 
conservator about how best to repair an object from the permanent collec-
tion; researching the customs legalities of shipping a piece made of ivory 

or coral; or hearing from a vendor about a new kind of archival material to 
be used for on-site object housing.” 

Adding to that laundry list, there is the daily administration of the 
Museum system (tMs), the digital database that governs the collection, 
loans, and exhibitions records, which is handled by Collections registrar 
Brian MacElhose, seven-year veteran of MAd. “i constantly create and 
adapt reports to facilitate and, often times, expedite the processes involved 
with acquisitions, loans, and exhibitions,” he says. While that may sound 
dry and tedious, MacElhose points out that it can be especially gratifying  
at times. “Colleagues often ask me to create reports that will extract very 
specific types of data, which can be quite challenging, and akin to a puzzle 
of sorts. When all the pieces fall into place, these requests are ultimately 
quite rewarding.” 

Being a “smallish museum” has its trials, according to the pair, who 
note that a particular challenge is dealing with limited storage space in the 
face of an ever-expanding collection.

so next time you drop by MAd, and the exhibitions haven’t changed 
since your previous visit, don’t think the registrars haven’t been busy. 
Chances are they’ve been constantly on the go—handling the details of 
travelling shows while planning for upcoming exhibitions. “When it comes 
to MAd,” says Holdorf, “there are no lulls in the action!” 

The Wright Stuff

WHEn JEnniFEr sCAnlAn, a 
MAd associate curator, spotted this 
Frank lloyd Wright block-print paper 
prototype and resulting linen print  
in a catalogue of the antique textile  
gallery Cora ginsburg, she immedi-
ately took note. Collecting pro-
totypes for important designs is 
an acquisitions priority for MAd, 
because prototypes illustrate the 
creative process behind a design, 
and illuminating process is central  
to the Museum’s mission. 

the pieces were among the 
products of Wright’s collaboration with the decorative fabrics company F. 
schumacher and Co., which was his only venture into mass-scale textile 
production. during the early twentieth century, schumacher commissioned 
designs from a variety of well-known European and American names, includ-
ing the couturier Paul Poiret, the industrial designer donald deskey, and 
the textile designer ruth reeves. the editor of House Beautiful, Elizabeth 
gordon, orchestrated this project with Wright, and the fabrics were 
featured in the magazine’s november 1955 issue under the title: “Frank 
lloyd Wright: His Contribution to the Beauty of American life.” the design 
scanlan spied was by ling Po, a Fellow at Wright’s taliesin West studio, 
where work was carried out under Wright’s direction and supervision.

After the gallery agreed to hold the pieces, scanlan presented the 
works at the April 2011 Collections Committee. to the delight of everyone, 
funds were donated on the spot by laura oskowitz, one of the committee’s 
newest members. “it was a beautiful piece,” says oskowitz, explaining her 
magnanimous gesture, “i felt that MAd should have a work by Frank lloyd 
Wright, because he is an American icon.” Born in south Africa, oskowitz  
is an independent entrepreneur with a longstanding interest in the arts 
and an outstanding collection of art of all kinds. We count ourselves lucky 
to have such a generous and sophisticated new friend.

These purchases were made possible through the generosity of  
Laura Selwyn Oskowitz.
Above: FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT. Prototype for Design no. 102, Taliesin Line for F. Schumacher & Co, 
1955. Block printed with paint on fabric; 96 x 51 in. Photo courtesy of Cora Ginsburg.

Left: FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT. Taliesin Line for F. Schumacher & Co. Design no. 102, c. 1955. Printed 
linen; 137 ½ x 46 ½ in. Photo courtesy of Matthew J. Cox.

Brian MacElhose and Ellen Holdorf

[ new acQuisitions ]

MAD DETAILS: The Registrars  
Our Movers, Not Shakers

[ spotlight ]
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The most significant development explored 
in Crafting Modernism is the arrival of the 
crafted object as an aspect of modern art. 
Long subservient to an artificial hierarchy 
of the arts established in the Renaissance, 
the handmade object underwent a para-
digm shift in the postwar period and 
became an assertive form of artistic 
expression. Craftspeople found affirmation 
in the creations of Alexander Calder and 
Isamu Noguchi, who roamed freely across 
media and disciplines without regard for 
these superficial divisions. The changed 
status of craft was not widely accepted by 
the fine arts world, but the altered rela-
tionship was nevertheless made plain 
by those who appropriated craft-based 
materials and techniques into aspects of 
postwar art, and by craftspeople whose 
work, addressed such fine-arts concerns  
as process, form, and content.

Today the studio craft movement is a  
vital aspect of the world art scene, sup-
ported by innumerable galleries, periodi-
cals, conferences, fairs, and collectors—a 
far cry from the movement’s scattered, 
isolated origins in the postwar era. Its 
emergence is indebted to the developments 
sketched out in this exhibition: the artists 
who took their materials and techniques 
to explore new frontiers, the entrepreneurs 
who opened the first galleries, and the  

individuals who collectively worked, dis-
cussed, educated, and organized their field 
into a regional, national, and ultimately 
international presence. 

Several factors contributed to these 
developments. Chief among the catalysts 
was Aileen Osborn Webb, a philanthro-
pist of great vision and energy. Webb was 
responsible for conceiving and setting 
in motion a range of the organizational 
“firsts” that supported craftspeople and 
promoted the crafted object. As early as 
1940, she opened America House, the first 
gallery to showcase contemporary hand-
crafted work made in this country, 

and founded the American Craft Council 
to serve artists working in craft media. 
She also created Craft Horizons maga-
zine (today’s American Craft) as a means 
of sharing new work, and founded the 
Museum for Contemporary Crafts (today, 
our own Museum of Arts and Design), 
the first museum in the United States 
to feature craft media by living artists. 
Webb’s last great contribution was the 
World Craftsman’s Council, an idealistic 
organization formed in 1964 whose mis-
sion was to provide support for indigenous 
craftspeople around the world. In less than 
25 years of sustained effort, Webb’s many-
faceted enterprises spawned countless 
related activities, as well as national orga-
nizations—the Society for North American 
Goldsmiths being just one example. 

Webb’s School for American Craftsmen, 
originally founded to educate returning 
veterans, was among the many schools of 
higher education fueled by the GI Bill. It set 
a high-water mark in the history of higher 
education, bringing a rising tide of stu-
dents to American universities. The rapid 
creation of craft-based programs shifted 
craft from its factory and apprentice-based 
origins into the academic realm where stu-
dents encountered contemporary artistic 
trends and theories.

Greater numbers of students meant an 
increase in educators. Many were recent 
émigrés from Europe, such as ceramists 
Frans and Marguerite Wildenhain and the 
painter Josef Albers and his wife, weaver 
Anni Albers. They brought a modernist 
perspective shaped by the Bauhaus, the 

Craft is Art is Craft

CrAFTiNg MODerNiSM: Midcentury American Art and Design is 
the first exhibition to trace the rise of the handcrafted object  
in the postwar era, defined here as 1945 to 1969, which had 
wide-ranging ramifications in the fields of fine art and design. 

Sheila Hicks weaving on back-strap loom in Oaxaca, Mexico, 
1960. Photograph collection of Faith Stern.
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avant-garde German school whose objec-
tive was to unify art, craft, and industry. 
Other teachers came with traditional 
training, among them School of American 
Craftsman professors John Prip and Tage 
Frid of Denmark, highly skilled journey-
men in their respective areas of metal-
smithing and woodworking. 

The GI Bill had further advantages as 
white-collar work became a reality for 
many graduates who were often the first  
in their family to receive a college educa-
tion. Education brought middle-class life 
within reach for many Americans. Along 
with it came home ownership, spurring 
suburban development throughout the 
country and the commensurate furnish-
ings they required, both manufactured  
and handmade. 

The end of the war and homecoming-
servicemen meant a return to normalcy. 
The myriad wartime fears and privations 
that had weighed upon many Americans 
began to recede. Peace brought a newfound 
freedom of spirit that sometimes crystal-
lized in a countercultural critique of the 
establishment. There was a new search for 
purpose in a world that was increasingly 
dominated by the bureaucratic machina-
tions of business and government. Some 
resisted the need to conform, whether in a 
material sense as homeowners in modern 
suburbia, or in the standardized behavior 
and dress expected of corporate employ-
ees. These subjects were addressed in 
books like Sloan Wilson’s Man in the Gray 

Flannel Suit and David Riesman’s The Lonely 

Crowd. It was a world that was focused on 

the efficient management of workers to 
the detriment of the individual’s creativity, 
and the increasing if empty consumption 
of factory products. 

The choice of the craftsman lifestyle 
was attractive to many who were con-
cerned with these societal issues. Some 
chose self-employment, seeing small-
scale production work as a means to a 
self-sufficient life. Philip Lloyd Powell and 
Paul Evans were two such craftsmen who 
worked independently and often collab-
oratively, first fashioning simple wood 
and pewter accessories and eventually 
producing complex furniture installa-
tions and sculpture as their clientele grew. 
Others chose teaching careers as schools 
continued to swell in size throughout the 
1960s. Another option was to team with 
industry, where the term craftsman-designer 

was coined to describe artists who created 
objects with mass-production capabilities. 
In most cases, the employment of choice 
was less a romanticized rejection of indus-
trial society than a determination to direct 
their own lives through such choices. 
“Many . . . saw this [the life of a craftsman] 
as a simple, humbler approach to finding 
a life which had meaning,” recalled the 
ceramist Robert Turner.

Industrial design had emerged as a 
separate profession earlier in the cen-
tury, and in the 1950s many designers 
employed a reductive and spare approach 
to furnishings that matched the interna-
tional style then prevalent in architec-
ture. Nonetheless, the popularity of the 
craft aesthetic prompted some to employ 

it as a defining feature of manufactured 
goods, thereby providing a humanized 
modernism that was more attractive to 
consumers. Ceramics and textiles yielded 
particularly effective results with this 
approach, as seen in Russel Wright’s 
thickly glazed Bauer ceramics and Jack 
Lenor Larsen’s textiles that softened the 
geometry of corporate interiors. In furni-
ture, Ray Eames borrowed from the sculp-
tural aspects of African art to create her 
jaunty stool for the lobby of the Time-Life 
Building, and Ed Wormley incorporated 
ceramics by Otto and Gertrud Natzler 
into the dressers and tables he designed 
for Dunbar. An Exhibition for Modern Living 
(1949) held at the Detroit Institute of Arts, 
MoMA’s Good Design series, and the 
Designer Craftsman U.S.A. 1953 exhibition 
held at the Brooklyn Museum are the best-
known of the many shows that demon-
strated the fluidity between the two fields, 
as functional works made by hand and by 
machine were shown side by side.

The outside world also came to the 
United States through publications and 
exhibitions. Craft Horizons featured the 
work of folk craftspeople and interna-
tionally ranked artists from abroad, and 
reviewed exhibitions at MoMA of Japanese 
ceramics by Rosanjin and liturgical vest-
ments by Matisse, while foreign magazines 
such as Domus, Abitare, and Graphis brought 
the latest thinking on European architec-
ture and design to American doorsteps. 

The widespread influence of 
Scandinavian design had begun in the 
1920s when the Danish silversmithing 

[ curatorial perspective ]

Far left to right:
ISAMU NOGUCHI. My Mu (Watashi no mu), 
1950. Shigaraki ceramic; 13 ½ x 9 ½ x 6 5⁄8 in. 
Collection of the Noguchi Museum. 

Larsen Design Studio. JACK LENOR LARSEN. 
Bas Relief, 1968. Cotton velvet; resist dyed, 
indigo dyed, printed, hand-blocked; 36 x 50 in.  
Museum of Arts and Design. Gift of Jack 
Lenor Larsen, 2001. 

PAUL EVANS. Screen, 1969. Steel, colored 
pigments; 72 x 36 x 5 in. Collection of  
Dorsey Reading.

CHARLES LOLOMA. Untitled (Bracelet), 1968. 
Sterling silver, turquoise, ivory, ebony, and 
coral; 1 ½ x 2 5⁄8 x 2 in. Museum of Arts and 
Design. Gift of the Johnson Wax Company, 
through the American Craft Council, 1977.



firm Georg Jensen opened its first New 
York showroom. By midcentury, New 
York galleries were devoted to the genre. 
Exhibitions such as Design in Scandinavia, 
circulated in 1954 by the Societies of 
Arts and Crafts and Industrial Design of 
Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden, to 
twenty-two museums in the United States, 
and The Arts of Denmark: Viking to Modern, 
exhibited at the Metropolitan Museum of 
Art in 1960, only increased its visibility. 
The Long Island–based firm, Dansk, traded 
on the American attraction to the organic 
forms and truth-to-materials characteris-
tics of Nordic design with a successful line 
of household products that were entirely 
Danish in origin. 

At home, Native American artists 
began to make their own unique contri-
butions to the field. Alaskan Inupiat Ron 
Senungetuk and Hopi artists Charles and 
Otellie Loloma attended the School for 
American Craftsmen, blending their cul-
tural perspectives with a newly acquired 
modernist sensibility. Lloyd Kiva New, of 
Cherokee and Scots-Irish heritage and a 
graduate of the Art Institute of Chicago, 
moved from textile design to early lead-
ership in the Southwestern crafts move-
ment. New established the Institute for 
American Indian Art to enable young 
Native artists to create truly modern art 
based upon their tribal roots. 

In the two decades following World War 
II, Abstract Expressionism, Surrealism, 
and Pop Art proved particularly attractive 
art movements for craft artists who began 
to explore the purely formal properties 
of art production. Abstract Expressionist 
approaches to painting were adapted to 
ceramics by the LA-based Peter Voulkos,  

who was the first ceramist to cut ties 
with functionalism by making vessels 
of unprecedented scale and vitality. The 
seeds of his improvisational approach 
were sown during a 1953 visit to the East 
Coast, first at Black Mountain College, 
where he briefly taught that summer, and 
later in New York City, where he encoun-
tered potter and poet M. C. Richards, paint-
ers Robert Rauschenberg and Franz Kline, 
dancer Merce Cunningham, and composer 
John Cage, among others. All were con-
versant with the notion of gestalt therapy 
that encouraged action and process-
based behavior, revealing the interac-
tion between the artist and his medium, 
concepts that soon burgeoned in Voulkos’s 
work and that of the many who followed  
in his wake.

This was a two-way street. Just 
as Voulkos drew from Abstract 
Expressionism, craft media was appro-
priated by fine-arts practitioners. Lucas 
Samaras, Jasper Johns, Claes Oldenburg, 
and Rauschenberg, among others, unre-
servedly wove ceramic, fiber, and wood, 
found objects, and other materials into 
their work. In so doing, they upended 
time-honored conventions of painting and 
sculpture and opened the door to further 
experimentation. They also followed in the 
footsteps of Calder and Noguchi, who con-
tinuously worked across the functional/
nonfunctional divide, blurring concepts of 
art, craft, and design. These rich examples 
of artistic cross-fertilization are a special 
part of MAD’s exhibition.

As the Civil Rights movement, the 
Vietnam War, and Women’s Liberation 
introduced sweeping social changes to 
American society, crafts practitioners 

began to express cultural identity, artis-
tic innovation, and social commentary 
in their work. Robert Arneson led the 
“California Funk” movement that thumbed 
its collective nose at the status quo, using 
political and often bawdy humor. Many 
others chose personal expression and 
the craftsperson lifestyle as a means of 
rebellion against the homogeneity and 
mass-production prevalent in American 
society. Aspiring craft artists could turn 
to the Whole Earth Catalog, Stewart Brand’s 
manual for independent living, for guid-
ance in making virtually anything. Lastly, 
with the advent of the late-sixties psyche-
delic culture, artists turned to fashioning 
such countercultural icons as pipes for 
smoking banned substances and other-
wise adorning themselves and the objects 
around them with the melting, curvilinear 
designs characteristic of poster art from 
the period. 

These creations entered the public 
realm through museum exhibitions and 
publications —many of them first brought 
to public attention by the Museum of 
Contemporary Crafts. Craft added to the 
ongoing dialogue on meaning in American 
art and life that was shared with poetry, 
literature, dance, music, and theater. With 
this exhibition, we celebrate the accom-
plishments of the craftspeople, artists, and 
designers of midcentury, and today’s wide 
world of craft-based art that is their legacy.

—Jeannine Falino. This is an abridged 
version of her essay Craft is Art is Craft, 
from the exhibition catalogue “Crafting 
Modernism: Midcentury Art and Design,” 
edited by her and published by Abrams.

Left to right:
STEWART BRAND. “Whole Earth Catalogue,” 
Fall 1968. Private Collection.

JIM BLASHFIELD. Bill Graham presents: Count Basie, 
Chuck Berry, et. al. Aug 15 – 27, 1967. 21 x 14 in. 
The Globus Collection.

ROBERT ARNESON. Self-Portrait of the Artist 
Losing His Marbles, 1965. Earthenware, luster 
glaze, marbles, pigments; 31 x 17 ½ x 9 ½ in.  
Museum of Arts and Design. Gift of the Johnson 
Wax Company, through the American Craft 
Council, 1977.
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And so it has almost always been. Works 
like his Contour chair and Boomerang table 
are icons of 1950s high design, which is 
why Kagan is among the furniture design-
ers featured in MAD’s upcoming exhibition 
Crafting Modernism: Midcentury American Art 

and Design. As a design world legend, firmly 
committed to craftsmanship for more than 
60 years, he will receive a MAD Visionary! 
Award this November.

Born in 1927, in Worms-on-Rhine, 
Germany, Kagan grew up with an appre-
ciation for fine furniture on both sides of 
his family. His maternal grandfather was 
an antiquarian and folk art collector, and 
his father Illi Kagan was a skilled cabinet-
maker, with an interest in the emergent 
modernism of the Deutsche Werkstätten 
and Bauhaus. In 1938, to escape Nazi 
persecution, the family emigrated to 
New York City, where Illi Kagan opened a 
cabinetmaking shop. It was there, while 
working with expert German craftsmen on 
made-to-order commissions, that young 
Vladimir became proficient in the rudi-
ments of furniture making. 

However, it was at New York’s High 
School of Industrial Arts (now the High 
School of Art and Design), that Kagan 
learned some of the basic skills that would 
strongly influence his career as a designer. 
Drafting and Life drawing courses taught 
him how to persuasively express new 
forms on paper, while ceramics classes 
enabled him to seek out in clay the bold, 
organic forms that would become his sig-
nature. Kagan went on to study architec-
ture at Columbia University, although he 
had to attend classes at night, because his 
father still needed him to work in the shop 
during the day. When the senior Kagan 
got a commission to outfit the Delegate’s 
Cocktail Lounge for the first United 
Nations Headquarters in Lake Success  
N.Y., his son dropped out of school to help 
fulfill the order. 

This wasn’t a particularly tragic turn  
of events, because in 1948, Vladimir 
encouraged the family to open a trailblazing 

contemporary furniture store on East 65th 
Street. In addition to showcasing Kagan 
designs, it featured the work of other  
artists and artisans. Inspired by the 
synergy of the offerings, Vladimir began 
designing furniture that incorporated 
details by these other makers. For exam-
ple, he commissioned bas-reliefs from  
jewelrymaker Francisco Rebajes to adorn 
his cabinets and bars, and featured 
ceramic tiles from a number of artists 
on the surfaces of his postwar modern 

tables. At the time, this was quite radical. 
For while the lines were simple, and so 
followed the Bauhaus dictates of “form fol-
lows function” favored by Kagan’s father,  
instead of being rigidly geometric, they 
had biomorphic shapes. The kinds of 
shapes, in fact, that would come to define 
midcentury modernism.

Not content to reproduce the same 
style over and over, Kagan continuously 
experimented with new materials. At the 
end of the 1950s, he produced his popular 
tri-symmetric wood bases in aluminum, 
and in the 1960s he experimented with 
Plexiglas. In addition to residential proj-
ects, he took corporate commissions, per-
haps, most famously, in 1964, Monsanto’s 
“House of the Future” at Disneyland. 
Kagan’s early sketches for the design 
incorporated many of the show-stopping 
“futuristic” elements that later defined his 
style, notably furnishings that swiveled 
and transformed, and sometimes featured 
built-in communications systems. Kagan’s 
interest in technology-fused furniture  
can be traced back to his bachelor days, 
when his apartment included a daybed 
with a built-in bar, stereo speakers, and 
light dimmers. 

When business slowed in the 1980s, 
Kagan, ready to retire, closed his factory 
and showrooms. However, in the 1990s, a 
renewal of interest in his “classic” designs, 
soon had him back in the studio. In the 
years since, he has overseen the reissues 
of early designs and has produced numer-
ous new pieces. 

Now 84, Kagan designs much as he 
always has. He begins with freehand 
sketches and “doodles,” refining his idea 
according to his own desires or the  
client’s specifications. Then, he creates  
the work in a small clay form, preferring 
the direct physical contact of the material 
to a digital realization. Eventually, when  
he is finally happy with it, the design is 
translated to AutoCAD by someone in his 
office. (Although not versed in this soft-
ware, Kagan apparently excels at looking 
over shoulders to tell people what to do!) 
New challenges, new materials, new direc-
tions, all continue to excite him. As he puts 
it: “What I am working on tomorrow is the 
most exciting job.”

[ in the studio ]

Vladimir Kagan 
Featured designer in Crafting Modernism

Vladimir Kagan, in his family’s apartment in 1949, posing 
with a mahogany drop-front bar cabinet, featuring a  
bas-relief by silversmith Francisco Rebajes. 

VLADIMIR KAgAN started making furniture in his father’s 
cabinetmaking shop in 1946, and he’s still at it. In fact, he can’t 
stop—his new designs are too much in demand. 

Top, the pelvis bone of a small animal, which Kagan picked 
up on the beach, inspired this 2003 Bone sofa for Weiman/
Preview Furniture. The middle image shows his clay model.
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FASHION WEEK  
SPECIAL EVENT
The gAg! Free Store
September 10 – 11, 2011

the Brooklyn-based party gag!,  
will create the gag! Free store.  
As a two-day-long experiment in 
material hierarchies, anyone may 
visit the Free store and remove  
an object if it is replaced with an 
item believed to be of equal value. 

PERFORMANCE
Risk+Reward
September 24 –  
December 8, 2011

Risk+Reward enables artists to 
take new risks in the realm of 
performance. 

•  an investigation of 
improvisational structures sarah 
maxfield, 9.24

•  find my way back home 
John Kelly, 9.28 – 30

•  a new discovery: Queer 
immigration in perspective 
QueeroCraCy & Carlos motta, 
10.10

•  me, michelle Jack ferver, 
11.10 – 12

•  benjamin frederickson, artist 
benjamin fredrickson, 12.8

MAD CINEMA
THE NEW REBELS
October 2011 – February 2012

Sion Sono:  
The New Poet
October 7 – November 11, 2011

Chainsaws, serial killers, and 
mutant hair extensions merge har-
moniously with true love, coming  
of age, and the delicate family 
dynamics in bracingly original cin-
ema of Japanese artist sion sono. 

•  bicycle sighs, 10.7

•  suicide Club, 10.8

•  noriko’s dinner table, 10.14

•  into a dream, 10.15

•  strange Circus, 10.21

•  exte: hair extensions, 10.27

•  Cold fish, 11.3

•  love exposure, 11.11

Daggers: The Short Fest 
of Short Horror 
October 20 and 22, 2011

Daggers, a daylong film program 
of short horror films, is an event 
of exquisite mayhem that’s not to 
be missed. Curated by pop culture 
reporter Peter gutierrez, this 
unique mini-fest shows an array  
of sinister morsels culled from  
the international festival circuit.

François Sagat:  
The New Leading Man
November 18 – 20, 2011

the French-born sagat, a well-
known queer performer, has 
recently gained prominence as 
an actor in mainstream cinema. 
Personifying post-sexual liberation 
attitudes, he directly challenges  
the traditional role of the leading 
male onscreen. 

•  sagat: the documentary, 11.18

•  another man: a master Class  
with françois sagat, 11.19

•  man at bath, homme au bain, 
11.19

•  la zombie, 11.20

No Wave Cinema:  
The New Elder 
Statesmen
January 19 – February 17, 2012

MAd presents key works from the 
no Wave Cinema movement, a col-
lection of rebellious and progres-
sive films made by such filmmakers 
and artists as lizzie Borden, Jim 
Jarmusch, and Amos Poe, who 
emerged from new York City’s 
lower East side in the 1980s. 

•  the blank generation, 1.19

•  downtown’81, 1.20

•  stranger than paradise, 1.27

•  born in flames + Cornella: 
the story of a burning bush, 2.2

•  underground usa + black box, 
2.3

•  they eat scum + goodbye 42nd 
street, 2.10

craFting modernism

The Midcentury 
Moment 
October 2011 – January 2012

this public program series explores 
midcentury modernism in contem-
porary art and design. Following 
World War ii, modernism trans-
formed from a movement based 
on industrial production and the 
celebration of the machine to one 
that incorporated organic materials 
and the human touch. the worlds 
of craft, design, and fine art grew 
ever closer, producing work that 
blurred the boundaries between 
these traditionally distinct disci-
plines. Bringing together icons of 
this era, contemporary makers, 
academics, and curators, this series 
explores why midcentury modern-
ism continues to both inform and 
form contemporary creation.

The Midcentury Moment is pre-
sented in response to the exhibition 
Crafting Modernism: Midcentury 
American Art and design 1945 – 
1969 on view from october 11, 
2011 – January 15, 2012 and through 
a partnership with the new York 
school of interior design.

Conceptualizing  
Crafting Modernism
Thursday, October 13, 2011

Crafting Modernism: gallery tour  
with the Exhibition Curators 
6:30 pm 

Directly after the Gallery Tour join 
the curators and artists in the MAD 
Theater for:

tAlK: legendary Artists in  
Crafting Modernism 
7:30 pm 

An informal conversation with  
artists featured in the exhibition. 

The Return of 
Modernism
Saturday, November 12, 2011, 

3:00 pm

Free with Museum Admission 

during the mid-twentieth century, 
American modernism, as practiced 
by such fabled designers as russel 
Wright, Eero saarinen, and Charles 
and ray Eames, became emblem-
atic of a hopeful, humanistic, but 
industrial society. By century’s 
end, however, its glow had faded. 
some 60 years later, midcentury 

modernism is enjoying a second 
life. But why now? Five experts, 
including participants in the origi-
nal design revolution and others 
who are involved in its revival, will 
take a look back—and forward— 
to offer answers to this provoca-
tive question. Panelists include 
furniture designer Vladimir Kagan, 
textile innovator Jack lenor larsen, 
Evan snyderman of r gallery, 
specializing in 20th century and 
contemporary design, and Anna 
Hoffman, design history columnist 
for “Apartment therapy.”

Moderated by Judith Gura, Professor 
of Design History at the New York 
School of Interior Design.

 
The Case Study Houses: 
Selling Modernism in 
Postwar America
Wednesday, November 16, 

2011, 6:00 pm

Arthur King satz Auditorium  
at new York school of interior  
design at 170 East 70th street

Free 

Modernism began as an elitist 
style, but thrived when it became 

a symbol of the American dream. 
Arts & Architecture Magazine helped 
effect this postwar transformation 
with its Case study House program,  
which sponsored the design and 
construction of more than two 
dozen affordable residences around 
los Angeles. stanley Abercrombie, 
author and former editor of Interior 
Design, will tell the fascinating story 
of this extraordinary project, and 
show some of its most successful 
examples.

This Modern Life:  
Craft in the Midcentury 
Interior
Thursday, December 1, 2011, 

7:00 pm

Free with Pay-What-You-Wish 
Admission

the handmade object became 
an important decorative ele-
ment in the postwar era. Crafting 
Modernism’s curators will lead a 
tour of the exhibition, followed by  
a short presentation of the ways  
in which craft entered the home 
in the postwar period, adding a 
human touch to rooms filled with 
industrially produced furniture. 

[ inside mad: public programs ]

“Love Exposure”, Courtesy of Olive Films.

“Downtown ‘81”, Courtesy of Maripol.

For more information on these programs, please consult the MAD website.



The American Design Club 
As part of the public program series “The Home Front: American Furniture Now,” members of The 

American Design Club (AmDC), a national collective of leading young American design talents, took 

over the Open Studios for a week to create “something to sit on.” Organized by Dan Rubinstein, the 

editor of Surface magazine, the program showcased new currents in furniture design. Kai Tsien-

Williams, Stanley Ruiz, and Sergio Silva and Matthew Bradshaw of the studio Silva/Bradshaw,  

and Gregory Buntain and Ian Collings of Fort Standard, all from Brooklyn, came with their tools 

and materials to construct a variety of chairs—from a sleek wooden chair to an industrial alumi-

num stool to a chair carved from foam and covered in rice husks. Crowds of museumgoers enjoyed  

talking shop with the designers who showed them how to bend wood and make a laminate. At the  

end of the week, Monica Khemsurov and Jill Singer of the design blog “Sight Unseen” moderated 

a discussion in the Theatre about the making and significance of these inventive designs. 

[ inside mad ]
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Sergio Silva and Matthew Bradshaw of Silva/Bradshaw 
working on their Origami chair.

Photos courtesy of MAd and silva/Bradshaw

Gregory Bunrain and Ian Collings of Fort Standard making 
their aluminum stool. 

Photos courtesy of MAd
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Worlds gone Awry
In the days leading up to the 

opening of Otherworldly this 

past spring, if you happened 

to drop by the Museum you 

probably came upon several 

scraggly young men in the 

lobby, standing on a platform 

painting swirls and swatches 

of blue on the ceiling and 

hanging from that surface 

what looked like flotsam. They 

were Brooklyn-based artist 

David Opdyke and his assis-

tants. Those random patches 

and pieces came together in  

an uncannily explosive spec-

tacle: an apocalyptic diorama 

of Columbus Circle swept 

underwater. Opdyke has made 

his name by creating minia-

ture sculptures of politically 

charged places. For example, 

his 2004 work “Oil Empire” 

is a “topographic” rendering of oil refineries and pipelines run-

ning across the US. Specially conceived for Otherworldly, “Lost at 

Sea,” was a riveting tableau worthy of a Spielberg blockbuster that 

spurred portentous visions of climate change and financial col-

lapse. Disturbing as Opdyke’s imagery was, museumgoers didn’t 

flee, they headed in droves into the elevators and up to the galler-

ies to see many more works of dark imagining.

[ inside mad ]

David Opdyke works on “Lost at Sea” (2011),  
a special installation for Otherworldly. 

Above and Right: the finished piece on view 
in MAD’s Lobby. 

Photos courtesy of MAd and linda Florio



  1  View of Eye Contact on Columbus Circle
  2  Partygoers at the opening
  3   Andrew Caputo, Holly Hotchner, and

Linda Johnson
  4  David Lawrey and Jaki Middleton
  5   Partygoers checking out Joe Fig’s models
  6   David Revere McFadden and David Opdyke
  7   Chris Levine, Thea Giovannini, and

Tracey Snelling
  8  Patrick Jacobs
  9  Lori Nix
10  The Chadwicks
11  Amy Bennett
12  Matthew Albanese
13  Gregory Euclide

Photos: ric Kallaher

[ inside mad ]

At the exhibition’s opening, members and friends swarmed about the compelling, often enigmatic,  

installations eager for a chance to peer into peepholes, check out model houses, and witness zoetropic 

mayhem. Outside, passersby crowded about “Eye Contact,” a special interactive art installation conceived  

by NYU students. Participants looked into a camera to view Columbus Circle and their eye was projected 

onto the museum’s 160-foot-high façade! Talk about an eye-opening spectacle!

mad Views Fall 2011  www.madmuseum.org   13 

A Night of OTHERWORLDLy Wonders

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9 10

11 12 13
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[ mad happenings ]

loot 2011: mad about Jewelry 
october 11

After its overwhelming success last year, MAd’s once biannual juried 

selling exhibition of contemporary studio jewelry returns this year by 

popular demand. the ultimate jewelry pop-up shop, loot affords 

the public the rare opportunity to acquire pieces directly from 50 of 

the most innovative jewelry artists from around the world. this year 

loot Chair Michele Cohen and her committee members, Bryna  

Pomp, a jewelry specialist, and nancy olnick, served as jurors, 

carefully selecting artists for their originality, range of materials, and 

expert craftsmanship. legendary jewelry artist robert lee Morris is 

the Honorary Co-Chair. Prices range from $200 to $12,000, and  

proceeds benefit MAd’s exhibition and education programs. For 

more information, visit http://madaboutjewelry.tumblr.com

special thanks to our  

loot 2011 sponsors:
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[ mad happenings ]the rare earths  
Fluorescentball! 

2011

1  Alison Brie
2   Tyson Beckford and Shanina Shaik
3   Holly Hotchner, Marcia Docter, Alan 

Docter, Kim Smith, and Mark Smith
4  DJ Paul Sevigny
5  Luigi Tadini and Julia Erdman
6   Tyson Beckford, Alison Brie, Waris 

Ahluwalia, and Mazdack Rassi
7  Amy Lau and friend
8   Anne Koch with Casey Spooner and 

Adam Dugas
9   Jenne Lombardo and Chelsea Leyland

10  Holly Hotchner and Marcia Docter
11  Slava Mogutin
12  Kenzo Minami and guest
13   Cecily Carson, Barbara Karp Shuster, 

Michele Cohen, and Martin Cohen
14  Waris Ahluwalia and guest
15  Anne Koch and Jen Kao
16   Leo Tecosky, Mark Kessel, 

Mark Naylor, Jordan Baker Caldwell,  
and Jason Minami

Photos: Alejandro Benchimol

the third annual young patrons gala was held in May this year. 

the rare Earths FlUorEsCEntBAll, as it was titled, was co-

hosted by nBC’s Community star Alison Brie, jewelry designer Waris 

Ahluwalia, Milk studios founder Mazdack rassi, model and actor 

tyson Beckford, and designer Karim rashid. More than 500 guests 

from the young and fashionable set, all dressed in their best bright 

duds, ooh’d and ahh’d at the fluorescent-inspired works made 

especially for the event by some 30 emerging artists and designers, 

including Jen Kao, tom Fruin, Kenzo Minami, tapp Francke, Bliss 

lau, and lite Brite neon. With the groovy tunes of dJs Paul sevigny 

and Chelsea leyland and killer sets by Chrissie Miller and leo 

Fitzpatrick, the crowd lit up the dance floor late into the evening.  

All in all, the party—and fundraiser—was a glowing success!
1 2

3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14

15 16
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design saves lives

A CHAritY AUCtion and gala to ben-
efit the designers and artists affected by 
the tsunami that hit Japan’s northeast-
ern region last spring will be held on the 
evening of december 1 at the penthouse  
of steelcase inc. on Columbus Circle. 
Presented by the international design 
network Foundation, MAd, and steelcase  
inc., the design saves lives event will 
feature a broad spectrum of Japanese 
design from traditional craft, product 
design and fashion. Among the works 
on view and for sale will be covetable 
pieces by designer Hisao Hayashi, who 
uses traditional wood craft to create 
contemporary lighting; ceramic artist 

shu Mochizuki, known for painting graceful motifs of cherry blossoms and 
autumn leaves; plus works by textile designer Kayoko Kikuchi and glass master 
Kiyoshi Matsumura. All proceeds will go directly towards designers and artists 
of the remote, but spectacularly beautiful tohoku region, famous for impec-
cably handcrafted pottery, wooden dolls, and silk fabrics. Make a purchase and 
help artists recover their trade and revive regional craft making. the auction 
goes online in early november, date and website to be announced.

For more information and tickets to the gala, please visit www.designsaveslives.org. 
in conjunction with the auction, MAd will host a sake tasting on december 1 in 
the gallery exhibiting Beauty in All Things: Japanese Art and Design.

visionaries! 2011 

Visionaries!2011 
will be held on 
the evening 
of Monday, 
november 14 at 
Pier sixty: Chelsea 
Piers. this year’s 
gala will honor 
the memory of 
Jean-louis dumas 
and Hermès; 
denis Abrams and 
Benjamin Moore 
& Co.; robert King 
and Humanscale; 
and the furniture 
designer, Vladimir 
Kagan, whose 
seminal work will 
be exhibited in  

the Museum’s upcoming exhibition Crafting Modernism: 
Midcentury American Art and Design. the silent auc-
tion, benefitting MAd’s exhibitions and programs, will 
include travel and dining packages, exceptional experi-
ences, design items, luxury goods, and jewelry. it’s 
always a convivial evening, so why don’t you join us? 
to buy a ticket, visit https://madmuseum.org/events/
visionaries-2011
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Save the Dates!

Two ceramic works by Shu Mochizuki that will 
be up for auction. From top: Lotus, ceramic, 5 ¾ x 
23 ¾ x 10 ¾ in.; Sakura, ceramic, 10 x 25 3⁄8 x 2 ½ in.

Visionaries!2011 award. 
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soFa new yorK 2011 

last April, we fêted longtime collector, friend, and colleague Judy Cornfeld on the 0pening 
night of soFA nEW YorK in the magnificent tiffany room at the Park Avenue Armory. 
it was a truly fun event. As Judy is from Florida, oranges and J’s served as the decorative 
theme, which was conceived by former soFA honoree sandy grotta. the culinary delights 
were, however, a terrific sampling of new York cuisines and the drinks weren’t oJ, but 
specially concocted Mandarin Judytinis. All this put everyone in a festive mood—especially 
our director, who kicked up her heels to the live jazz 
band and took a whirl around the dance floor with 
Judy Cornfeld’s debonair 8-year-old grandson (right). 
While the opening was the 14th anniversary of our 
fundraising partnership with soFA, it also marked 
the debut of MAd’s soFA Circle, which offered 
participants special rates at some of the city’s most 
coveted hotels; insider access to activities through-
out the soFA four-day run, and yes, an invite to the 
celebration of our much beloved Judy Cornfeld.

The dinner in the Tiffany Room at the Park Avenue 
Armory honoring Judy Cornfeld during the opening 
night of SOFA NEW YORK last year. 
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the dEsign sAVEs liVEs fund is a non-profit that directly helps designers and artists  
who are affected by the recent disaster in Japan.
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special events rentals
 
guests are dazzled when then visit our premier event space on  
the seventh floor and catch sight of its floor-to-ceiling views of  
the time Warner Center, Columbus Circle, and Central Park West,  
not to mention the full expanse of Central Park, a knock-out vista  
in any season. But that’s not the only option available for private  
occasions. the Barbara tober grand Atrium and our gallery floors 
are also available for rental, as is our glamorous midcentury 
modern theater on the Museum’s lower level. it seats 143 and is 
equipped with Blu-ray, dVd, 35mm projection, digital, laptop,  
and auxiliary inputs with dolby surround sound. A full menu of 
options for renting select spaces, including combining various 
floors or the full Museum is possible. 

some recent events at MAd have included a private tour of the 
Global Africa Project and a dinner for members of the Board of 
trustees of the rockefeller Foundation; filming for the movie 
“tower Heist” with Ben stiller, Casey Affleck, and Eddie Murphy; 
press events for Procter & gamble’s products tide and sonicare;  
a ready-to-wear fashion show for louis Vuitton; CMt up fronts  
featuring country music star Miranda lambert; and alumni events 
for UC Berkeley and stanford University. 

Another exciting option for clients is the use of our building’s 
ceramic-and-glass-paneled façade for video projections and  
installations. thanks to our central location, artistic projections  
can reach tens of thousands of new Yorkers and visitors every  
day. in december 2010, the Museum’s façade served as a 10-story 
screen for a 3-d video installation by Parker Pens entitled “Write 
Big,” which depicted the thoughts, witticisms, dreams, and hopes  
of people from around the world. 

Creating singular events for you and your guests is our specialty. 
We offer catering exclusively through Ark restaurants, which  
manages our much-acclaimed restaurant, robert, on the 9th floor. 

For additional information or to schedule a site visit, contact 
rebekka grossman, rebekka.grossman@madmuseum.org or 
212.299.7712. 
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Member Events
Inner Circle Salons
salons are an exclusive benefit of mem-
bership in the inner Circle, the Museum’s 
leadership support group. they feature talks 
by artists, scholars, and critics in the homes 
of new York’s leading collectors and art 
patrons. to learn more about the inner Circle 
salons, contact patrons@madmuseum.org 
or 212.299.7732. 

may 2011—Upper West Side apartment 
of former MAD Trustee Alan Siegel
to mark the opening of Otherworldly: Optical 
Delusions and Small Realities, the first MAd 
exhibition to fully embrace the display of  
photography, Alan siegel showed salon 
members his exceptional collection of pho-
tography and explained how he amassed it, 
and Otherworldly curator david McFadden 
discussed the upcoming exhibition. 

Architecture + Design Series
open to Curators Circle members and up, 
this series offers behind-the-scenes tours by 
builders and designers of new York’s most 
cutting-edge architectural works.

september 2011
the acclaimed lA-based architect neil denari  
will give us a personal tour of Hl23, his much- 
anticipated new building on the High line.

Artist Studio Series
this series, open to the Collectors Circle and 
up, features visits to the working studios of 
artists featured in current MAd exhibitions.

september 2011
Corice Arman, the widow of the artist 
Arman, will give the Circle group a tour  
of her husband’s triBeCa studio.

MAD Contemporaries
the Wine + Design series introduces 
the adventurous members of MAd 
Contemporaries to what’s cool and  
happening in the new York design world.

september 2011
Fashion designer Bliss lau will give a  
private tour of her downtown installation  
for new York’s Fashion Week.

october 2011
Enjoy a ViP preview of the new Marimekko 
U.s. flagship at 200 5th Avenue. 

november 2011
Mingle with a host of emerging artists at 
toomer labzda, a new contemporary gallery 
in the lower East side. 

All members enjoy
•  Unlimited free admission to the Museum
•  Personalized membership card
•  invitations to two exhibition-opening receptions
•  the Museum’s biannual bulletin, MADViews
•  the monthly MAd e-newsletter
•  discounted admission for up to 4 guests
•  opportunity to participate in curator-led day trips
•  10% discounts on purchases both in the store 

at MAd and online
•  invitations to special Members’ discount 

shopping days in the store at MAd
•  discounts on select performances and 

educational and public programs
•  special opportunities at partner restaurants, 

boutiques, parking garages, and hotels

Individual $75 
(100% tax deductible)

Student $50 
(100% tax deductible; full-time student  
with copy of valid id)

Out-of-Town $50  
(200+ miles; 100% tax deductible)

Senior
10% discount on Individual, Dual, Family, 
and Supporting memberships for seniors 65 
and older (proof of eligibility required)

All Membership benefits for one adult

Dual $100  
(100% tax deductible)

•  All membership benefits for two adults 
at the same household

•  two personalized membership cards

Family $125  
(100% tax deductible)

All benefits of Dual Membership, plus
•  Children 18 and under admitted free*
•  discounts on family programs
* limited to 4 children per visit when accompanied by member

MAD Contemporaries $250  
($200 tax deductible)

MAd Contemporaries is a group of diverse  
young professionals who promote and support 
the Museum through social, educational, and  
fund-raising events

All benefits of Dual Membership, plus
•  Exclusive access to Wine & Design events, 

highlighting the latest in the new York  
design world

•  invitations to all exhibition openings
•  2 guest Passes to the Museum
•  reciprocal membership to over 300 participat-

ing museums through the United states

For more information on MAd Contemporaries, call  
212.299.7758 or e-mail patrons@madmuseum.org

Supporting $500 
($450 tax deductible) 

All benefits of Dual Membership, plus
•  Acknowledgement in the Annual report
•  invitations to all exhibition openings
•  2 invitations to special off-site programming: 

MAD’s Architecture + Design Series, Artist Studio 
Series, and Salon Series

•  4 guest passes to the Museum
•  15% discount in the store at MAd
•  reciprocal membership to over 300 participat-

ing museums through the United states
•  Exclusive benefit to supporting members: 

complimentary admission to Public Programs  
(based on availability)

to learn more about our general levels of  
membership, call 212.299.7721 or e-mail  
members@madmuseum.org

Curators Circle $1,000  
($950 tax deductible)

•  Access to the Architecture + Design Series: 
behind-the-scenes tours of new York’s most 
cutting-edge architectural works hosted by 
builders and designers

•  Exclusive opportunity to participate in the MAd 
travel Program; one-of-a-kind curated art trips 
to destinations all over the world

•  Access to “behind-the-scenes” curator-led 
installation tours of the Museum’s major 
exhibitions

•  20% discount in the store at MAd
•  gift membership to the recipient of your choice 

at the Individual level
•  10 guest passes to the Museum 
•  Complimentary admission for guests in the 

company of a member

Collectors Circle $2,000  
($1,900 tax deductible)

All benefits of the Curators Circle Membership, plus
•  Access to the Artists Studio Series: members have 

the opportunity to visit studios of artists, many in 
current MAd exhibitions, to experience first hand 
how materials are transformed into art

•  gift membership to the recipient of your choice 
at the Dual level

•  Unlimited guest passes upon request
•  special passes to select art fairs
•  one complimentary Museum published catalogue

Inner Circle $5,000 
($4,815 tax deductible)

All benefits of the Collectors Circle Membership, plus
•  Exclusive access to the Inner Circle Salon Series; 

intimate evenings in the homes of Manhattan’s 
top art collectors

•  gift membership to the recipient of your choice 
at the MAD Contemporaries level

to learn more about our Circle levels of 
Membership, call 212.299.7732 or e-mail  
april.farrell@madmuseum.org

Join Today
mad membership gives you entrée to exhibitions and events 
before anyone else! mad members always receive compli-
mentary admission, discounted admission for guests, invita-
tions to major exhibition previews, discounts at the store at 
mad, and the benefits of our discount program. your mem-
bership contribution helps to make mad’s exhibitions and 
educational programs possible. you can become a member 
by visiting www.madmuseum.org/join, or contact us by phone 
212.299.7721 or e-mail members@madmuseum.orgLeslie Cornfeld, Jerome Chazen, and 

Susanne Hurowitz
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With a cohesive presentation of  
well-designed craft and design 
objects, The Store at MAD is dedi-
cated to building a bridge between 
its customers, the makers, and their 

product and offers works that celebrate the 
artist, material use, workmanship, and design. 
Shop online at http//:thestore.madmuseum.org. 
2 Columbus Circle at 59th Street. Members always 
receive a 10% discount on all purchases with additional  
special discounts throughout the year.

Robert offers an expansive view 
of Central Park and serves con-
temporary American fare with 
Mediterranean influences for lunch 
and dinner. MAD Members, upon 

presenting their membership card, receive a 10%  
discount from 3:00 pm – 5:00 pm including weekends.

  Restaurants
A Voce’s new outpost in Time 
Warner Center offers refined 
cuisine, an extensive wine list, 

and attentive service in a modern and beautiful 
setting. Executive Chef Missy Robbins presents 
ingredient-driven Italian classics inspired by 
the spirit of seasonal and regional simplicity, 
with an innovative and contemporary twist. 
Time Warner Center, 10 Columbus Circle. MAD 
Members receive a complimentary dessert at lunch or 
a complimentary Bellini or mimosa at brunch with a 
MAD membership card.

Inspired by the flavors and 
signature dishes of Central, 
Northern and Eastern Europe, 
AQ Kafé offers a broad selection 

of coffees, teas, soups, salads, sandwiches, plat-
ters, entrees, pastries, desserts and more. Open 
for breakfast, lunch, and dinner, seven days a 
week. 1800 Broadway between 58th Street and 
59th Street. 10% discount on purchases (eat in/eat 
out only—excludes delivery and catering) with a MAD 
membership card. 

Family owned and operated for 
more than 24 years, La Boite 
en Bois is a French restaurant 
located in a brownstone in the 

heart of the Upper West Side offering lunch, 
weekend brunch and a pre-theater menu, and 
serves everything from escargot and pâté to 
roasted duck. 75 West 68th Street between 
Columbus Avenue and Central Park West. 10% 
discount on purchases (excludes services and purchase  
of gift certificates) with a MAD membership card.

With a focus on local products 
and seasonal produce, Nick 
and Toni’s Café prepares fresh 
food simply. Enjoy a perfectly 
crispy pizza or one of the many 

house specialties such as the roasted chicken, 
whole fish of the day, or scallops prepared in the 
wood-fired oven. 100 West 67th Street between 
Broadway and Columbus Avenue. 10% discount on 
purchases (cannot be combined with other promotional 
offers such as prix fixe or ‘Lunch/Dinner and a Movie’; 
excludes services and purchase of gift certificates) 
with a MAD membership card.

  Retail & Services
Alaric is a full-service design 
studio that offers a unique 
blend of traditional elegance 
and modern chic, using the 
finest flowers from around the 
globe. Call 212.308.3794 or visit 

www.alaricflowers.com. 721 Fifth Avenue, Suite 
30H, between 56th Street and 57th Street. 10% 
discount on purchases (excludes services and purchase 
of gift certificates) with a MAD membership card. 

The Chamber Music 
Society of Lincoln 
Center is pleased 

to offer MAD members a 10% discount off single 
tickets to its season of events. Call 212.875.5787 or 
email tickets@chambermusicsociety.org.

                                                Columbus Circle 
Wines & Spirits is 
a third-generation, 
family owned wine 

and liquor store that has been in the business  
since 1934. We pride ourselves on our hand-
picked selection, which allows us to offer 
everyday, great-value wines. Special occasion or 
collector’s items can be found in our Fine Wine 
Room. We deliver all over Manhattan and ship 
throughout the country. MAD members receive 
10% off wines and 5% off sparkling wine, champagne, 
and liquor (not valid on sale items and no double dis-
counts) by presenting a MAD membership card prior  
to purchase.

Despaña offers quality gourmet 
food products imported exclu-
sively from Spain. Shelves are 
stocked with olive oils, vine-

gars, fish specialties, vegetables, fruit preserves, 
and almond sweets; taste and select from more 
than 50 specialty cheeses and dry cured meats 
at the counter. 408 Broome Street between 
Lafayette and Cleveland Streets. 10% discount on 
grocery purchases including eat in/take out prepared 
tapas (excludes delivery and catering platter orders) 
with a MAD membership card.

The Emporium has been known 
for years as a hidden source 
for high quality but affordable 

antiques, jewelry, and art works. 20 West 64th 
Street between Broadway and Central Park West. 
10% discount on purchases (excludes services and pur-
chase of gift certificates) with a MAD membership card.

FACE Stockholm is the only 
Swedish cosmetics company  
to give makeup and skin care 
that is true to the Swedish 

beauty ideal: natural, trend-forward, simple, 
clean, gorgeous, and fun! Time Warner Center, 
10 Columbus Circle. 10% discount on purchases 
(excludes services and purchase of gift certificates)  
with a MAD membership card.

Discover the inspired design and 
impeccable workmanship that  
distinguish Furla handbags, foot-
wear, and accessories. 10% discount 
on purchases (excludes sale merchandise, 

services, and purchase of gift certificates) with a MAD 
membership card.

The New York Kids Club, now in its 
ninth season, is New York’s premier  
children’s enrichment center, 
renowned for their creative and 
innovative classes, camps and birth-

day celebrations. Offer valid at all six New York 
Kids Club locations, visit www.nykidsclub.com. 
MAD members receive a discount of $50 on purchase 
(excludes purchases of gift certificates) with a MAD 
membership card.

Yelo is an entirely new concept 
in wellness where, through a 
unique combination of sleep, 

reflexology, massage and detox sessions, one 
emerges feeling revived, refreshed, and balanced. 
315 West 57th Street between 8th Avenue and 9th 
Avenue. 15% discount on any product or service with 
a MAD membership card.

  Hotels
Located in midtown, just steps 
from Central Park, Columbus 

Circle, and the theater district, Hudson is a brilliant 
reflection of the boldness and diversity of the city, 
while simultaneously representing the next genera-
tion of cheap chic: stylish, democratic, young at 
heart and utterly cool. Visit www.hudsonhotel.com. 
Morgans Hotel Group’s Hudson Hotel invites friends 
of MAD to stay at exclusive rates starting from 
$285 plus taxes (subject to availability). To book call 
1.800.606.6090. 

  Magazines
New York Magazine keeps even 
the most demanding city lover  
up-to-date on food, fashion, 

shopping, culture, politics, and more. It’s a treat 
that delivers 43 times a year. New York Magazine 
extends the rate of $19.97 (a 43% discount) on the 
purchase of a one-year subscription when MAD 
members subscribe online at: www.nymag.com/
subscribe-madmuseum. 

Readers turn to Surface for cre-
ative inspiration, coverage of the  
burgeoning design world, and 

profiles of the emerging designers, and provoca-
tive projects that are reshaping the creative land-
scape. With its ability to identify and collaborate 
with the undiscovered talent, the magazine acts as  
a cultural barometer of global style in all its forms.  
MAD members receive a rate of $9.95—a saving of  
50%. Use the special offer code MAD when subscribing 
online at www.surfacemag.com/store/subscriptions.

Each week Time Out brings readers 
the best of what’s happening in and  
around the city, including shows, 
movies, concerts, performances, 

sales, exhibitions, and must-sees. Special issues 
include Cheap Eats, Great Spas, Fall Preview, 
Holiday Gift Guide and more. Members enjoy a 
discounted rate of $15.97 (51 issues) on Time Out New 
York and $7.97 (12 issues) on Time Out Kids with the 
membership code 89LMAD on the purchase of a one-
year subscription. Call 1.888.GET.TONY for Time Out 
and 1.800.927.4253 for Time Out Kids.

For information about how your business can 
participate in MAD’s Member Discount Program, 
please email lindsay.ross@madmuseum.org

[ mad members ]MAD Member  

Discount Program

Discounts are nontransferable and are valid only for the member named on the membership card.  
MAD is not responsible for store closings and price/discount changes. Unless otherwise noted,  
discounts are valid through December 31, 2011.

NEW
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vanityfairagenda.com/fashioninfilm

SEPTEMBER 9–11
MUSEUM OF ARTS AND DESIGN

PRESENTED BY

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 9
8:30 P.M. Qui êtes-vous, Polly Maggoo? 

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 10                                      
3:00 P.M. X, Y, and Zee 
5:00 P.M.  Hearts and Crafts
7:00 P.M.  Umbrellas of Cherbourg  

presented by L'Oréal Paris
9:00 P.M.  Eyes of Laura Mars

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 11                                                
3:00 P.M.  “Spotlight on Fashion Innovation:  

Creative Inspiration from Cinema,“  
panel discussion presented by BMW

5:00 P.M.  Diva
7:00 P.M.  Rick, Michele and Scarlett 
9:00 P.M.  Faster, Pussycat! Kill! Kill!
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A Blue Ribbon Ambassador

Now that MAD has become a vibrant, new cultural 
center in Manhattan’s midtown, it is little wonder that 
Barbara Tober, our Chairman Emerita and Chairman of 
the Global Leadership Council, has been in demand as a 
speaker throughout the city and abroad. At two venues 
this past spring, the Cosmopolitan Club and Christie’s, 
she adroitly wove stories of her long history of involve-
ment with MAD—from its days as a leading showcase 
for contemporary crafts to its current status as a sin-
gular institution acclaimed for exploring materials and 
process in contemporary creation—into an engrossing 
talk that has won over new friends and members. 

“The public has fallen in love with the imagination, innovation, accessibility, and artistic excellence that character-
izes all that we present here, from The Store to the Open Studios, the Restaurant, and all the Galleries in between,” 
says Mrs. Tober. This growing renown and respect for MAD has given our members and wonderful trustees like 
Barbara Tober all the more reason to be excited about the successes that lie ahead for the Museum. 
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Barbara Tober with her husband Donald in Millbrook, New York, at Fitch’s 
Corner Horse Show, an event organized by Fernanda Kellogg. 

the museum of arts and design’s board of trustees and staff thank the generous individual, foundation, corporate, 
and government donors who made contributions to support the museum. your support is vital to our success.

if you are a donor to the Museum and your name does not appear in the following lists please notify us at 212.299.7721 or info@madmuseum.og, so we may correct this oversight.
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Carolyn Creed
Cara l. Croninger
Joan Alice Cummings
nanua Cunha
Margaret Cusack
Julie s. dale
Yael danieli
Kathryn de lawter
Anne de schweinitz
thurman H. dennis
gloria deucher
donna disend
Cory donnalley
suzie donner
Evangeline douris
Christine von   
 drathschmidt
Mary drayne
ron dudding
Cathrine dumait-Harper
seena dundes
Alexandra duran
Joyce dutka
gretchen dykstra
Miriam Ehrensaft
Amanda Eilian

Joshua M. Ellis
Miriam Ellner
Andi Emerson
Marjorie Engel
nancy English
Frances C. Engoron
Muriel Epstein
Anne Erreich
Jaquelyn Etling
Ellen Fain
Joanna Farber
Joan Castano Ferioli
lindsey Finch
Bonnie r. Fine
Mary Kate Fischer
lauren Fleischer
Valerie Forman
Judith Fosshage
Charlotte Frank
Barbara Freedman
gail Friedman
deborah H. Frishman
sally Froelich
randy Frost
doris Fuertes

Barbara gardner
ralph and Erica gerson
rick gerwitz
Barbara gettinger
Caroline ghani
Michal golan
Emma goldberg
Judi Z. goldhand
Mary goldschmid
Marilyn goldstein
robin goldstein
Momoko goode
gerie gore
Jill gorvoy
Joan graham
Judy graubart
dinah gravel
Barbara H. grcevic
delray green
stephanie green
toni Wolf greenbaum
Joan greenfield
Candice groot
lee F. gruzen
leon P. gubersky
Priscilla B. guest
Henrietta gwaltney
leslie Haber
roslyn Halpern
Patrick J. Hamilton
Amy Hanan
Carla Hansen
tomoko t. Hanway
gail Heimberg

Helen Caplin Heller
Myra and Jack Heller
iwona Herdzik
sally Herman
Judith Heustein
lorraine W. Hillerman
Mindy Hillsberg
lilo Hoffman
doty Horn
Florence Howe
lawrence Hoysic
louise Hope Huebsch
Mary Hulsizer
Kiyomi iwata
Agnes Jacobs
Phoebe Jacobs
sylvia g. Jacobson
gail Jaffe
sarah James
Peter Johnson
dyeann B. Jordan
rosy Jordan
ruth Kapiloff
ruth stoll Kassanga
sheila Kehoe

Pam Kellner
randall Kellogg
dorothy M. Kellogg
Mary Beth Kelly
Ann l. Kemp
Hermine Kessler
MJ King
nancy A. Kiraly
Frances Kliment
Mary Knackstedt
Blanche M. Komarek
John Konopski
Michael Koslow
Judith Kostman
Elaine Kramer
Mikal Krauss
Barbara J. Krauter
Jay Kriegel
Jennifer Kuzara
ilene lainer
Kathy lane
sandra langley
Ellen larner
lucy lasky
Amy lau
Marie Jean lederman
Beverly leffers
Barbara W. lehman
Bethene J. leMahieu
William lemmon
Alan H. levine
dawn lille
Myra lipman
gene lisiten

Mary lithgow
Barbara littman
thomas W. lollar
donna long
Jane lytle
Aaron F. Macsai
Anita l. Madison
sheila Major
Carl Makower
Cynthia Maloney
Carol Mangis
Empress Hazel Manley
Arlene Manos
Judy Marcovitch
Bonnie Markham
Margo Marquess
Ellen Martin
gail Martin
John Martinen
Elizabeth Matta
lorraine Matys
Charles Mayer
Barbara l. Mayer
Elizabeth Mayers
Ann Mcgovern

laurel McKee
Elizabeth W. McKenna
richard C. McPherson
Jane t. Mcsweeney
dawn Mello
Joan i. Melnick
rita Meltzer
Marsha B. Metrinko
Pauline K. Meyer
Marie Michal
sherri n. Miller
Betsy Miller
John Paul Miller
Faith Miller
louise Millman
george P. Mills
Barbara Mindel
Karin Moggridge
Vijaya Momin
rita Morgan
Mary lee Morris
Ann l. Morse
theo Moumtzidis
Barbara C. Muller
Jacqueline r. Myers
Paula nelson
Elizabeth newman
Jan nicholson
suzanne g. nimaroff
dan ochiva
Felix okolo
Edna diana oling
gertrude oothout
Carol ostrow

Hannah Pakula
norma Palin
Paul A. Pangaro
Philomena M. Papirinik
Avani Parikh
linda Pastore
sophie Pearlstein
Carol M. Penn
susan s. Penzer
rhoda Perkis
rosalinda g. Perron
Christopher Perry and  
Karen Cipolla
dorothy Pfeiffer
Karen Pineman
Pauline B. Pinto
darcy Plimpton-sims
delores Plunkett
Mary Catherine Pontillo
Marquita Pool-Eckert
Bonnie Potter
Evelyn Pousette-dart
Joan Probber
laura Quigg
Hugh d. raffles

Shelly and Tom Brunner CONFETTISYSTEM’s Nicholas Andersen and Julie Ho with 
Stephen Burks

Menoly Hernandez and Monica Reyes
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Mrs. F.F. randolph, Jr.
Jacqueline redgate
Arlene reitman
trina remy
Patricia ribaudo
susan richter
Carol J. riddle
Mary s. riebold
dana riseberg
Betty robbins
Ken leigh rogers
Keith F. rosen
Barbara s. rosenthal
Barbara H. ross
nina ross
Millicent roth
Mrs. Jane n. rothschild
Janice g. roven
Beatrice r. rubel
gail rubinfeld
Andrew rumpler
ginette saadeh
William H. salkosky
Eliisa salmi-saslaw
Jennifer C. salomon
david saltonstall
Mary Anne sanske
susan sawyers
Bertha schachter
suzanne schild
ida schmertz
Polly schoenfeld
ruth schreiber
nancy schwartz
Helen searling
leon segan
regina d. shanklin
linda shapiro
Amir shaviv
Bunny shestack
Vivian shevitz
danielle siegelbaum
Elaine silberglait
s. A. sill
nancy silva
Pamela B. simonds
William Kelly simpson
Michele smalley
naomi smidt-Afek
r. Adam smith
Katharyn K. smith
A. smolik
gail snitkoff
Mimi sobo
irving soifer
Helene sokal
Ann Pardue sonet
Alice dana spencer
Marlene lamm spigner
Matthew stanton
Claire steffen
Elliott V. stein

Edith stein
Judith steiner
Michele stephenson
Cyndi stivers
Ellen r. stone
Karen louise strauss
Bathany strout
Esther sturza
susan d. summa
Analisse taft
severino tajonera
norma tallon
sandi Knell tamny
Christine tardo
sylvia taylor
Jean Ballard terepka
Marianne tesler
Anita thacher
Patricia thomas
Helen H. thompson
rena tobey
Bernice todres
sheila toma
Carmen tonanni
Erel topuz
Elizabeth tregoe
lynn Q. troyka
Arthur tuchfeld
Julie tynion
rehana Uehling
Harry Uvegi
Mira and John Van doren
Christie Van Kehrberg
dorothy Vasil
Janet Vignola
Joyce Vinson
Haydee Von sternberg
Carol Waaser
Alana Wall
geraldine Wall
dava Waltzman
Melinda Wang
sharon Watson
Judith Weisman
Adam daniel Weiss
sandra Weitz
lori Weitzner
doris Wells
Barbara C. White
susan Wiley
renee Willis
shan Willson
Carol Winer
Beverly Winston
gail Woodley-Attella
stefanie B. Wright
lucille Wright
Helene Yektai
Charlotte Zinder

student
Courtney Alwais

Alex Castro
Paula l. Collins
Heather david
Catherine Murphy
goldie schlaff

out-of-town member
ita Aber
timur Akhmetov
Janet K. Allen
Margery Amdur
gustavo Aragon
Wadih g. Audi
Humberto rossetti 
Baptista
Barbara Bauman
Ed Bazinet
Alan Becker
Ellen Beller
Jonas Benjamins
Edel Bille
lutz Birnbaumer
Bernard Bowling
Andrea Breaux
Jenine Bressner
Andre Broekmans
Edgar H. Brown
Carol Brull
Christine Caine
Acrisio lopes Cancado  
 Filho
Martha J. Chalmers
Jenny Chang
Abbey Chase
Joyce Chelberg
raymond t. Chester
Jane Chueh
Martha Cohen
dorothy Cohen
Angela P. Cohen
Maxine Cohen
dorothy Cole
Betty lou Cooke
Jane Cooper
William M. Coulter
Patricia and richard Crull
nirit dagan-doron
Hildegard dahms
stacy de la Bruyere
MaryAnn deffenbaugh
Janice deFrances
Kelny denebeim
Jane deschner
Carolyn diamond
denise C. dickens
Jessica dolleck
robin douthitt
Michael dowell
Jesus drexel
Ellen Eagle
Carol Eckert
Albert louis Elias

Jane Emanuel
lidia Epelbaum
Ana Errawriz
toni Eubanks
gyorgy Feher
Carol B. Finn
Arline M. Fisch
sandra Fitzpatrick
Kendra Foster
Mary Frey
susan Friedman
Joan gao
Jill M. garrity
Fabiana dantas geraldi
dorothy d. gerson
Jeffrey gift
Mary godfrey
lois goglia
linda goldman
linda B. goldstein
Marcia green
roberta griffith
Patricia M. gruber
William Haboush
nancy Hackerman
Caroline Harris
saidiya Hartman
Peggie lois  
 Hartwell-Hackmer
Patti Hemric
Michal H. Hillman
deborah Hoffman
Joan Hoffman
shannon Holden
Peter Holmes
neri Holzer
Collette Hopkins
donna Horton
Marie-laure ilie
Bronwyn Jackson
Peggy Jaffe
Angela James
Mary Eddy Janigian
Kessed Jian
Marie Joly
natasha Kagalovsky
Marilyn d. Kagan
rochelle Kaplan
Carol Kassin
Carol Kaufman
glen Kaufman
Peggy l. Klaus
Freada Kapor Klein
Brenda Kleysen
Andrey Kochergin and   
 Elena Vopobyeva
susan Kornhauser
Paul Kotula
shirley A. Kreppel
Cheryl Krueger
Amy Eisen Krupsky
nour Kuri

Cheryl lachowicz
lisa lanham
Fran lasky
lena lebendiger
Bunny lederer
Jocelyne légaré
laura levinson
Elizabeth levy
Micki lippe
Weiqiang liu
Peg longstreth
randye lordon
Amy s. louis
Jean lovell
Barbara lutterbein
sonia Mankovitz
Yaacov Mansdorf
Joan H. Marks
geraldine Maxwell
Janet McCall
Barbara n. McFadyen
Judith Mcguinn
Meghan McKenna
Eleanor McMillan
nancy H. Meislahn
lalise Melillo
sara Meling
Jack Mendelsohn
Forrest l. Merrill
Kathryn C. Meyer
lynn Michaels
Zina Mirsky
Kathleen Moore
derek Morris
Jane A. Morris
sandra Morris
Helena Moussatche
stephanie Mueller
Yuki Muraki
Kathryn M. Murphy
dina nathusius
tony neumayer
Carla newton
Cynthia nixon
Bronwyn nolan
Mary M. o’Hern
Eugenia ordonez
Mónica Parameño
nina denton Pasinetti
Kate M. Perry
Felicity Peters
suzanne Peters
Beth K. Pfeiffer
sara B. Picard
Carla l. Picardi
Mary Jane Po
Julie Price
William Prieur
Jennifer Quinn-Barabanov
gisela stern radomysler
nicoletta regazzi
Joel resnick

Jay Marshall richardson
Barbara s. robinson
André rodeghiero
Anne ronai
Mort rosenthal
Jordan rubin
Carey rutkoske
Karen sade
Ana Cecilia sagredo
Marisol said
Karen E. samaras
Edwin santana
susan savitsky
Mary scanlan
tim schaefer
sherron and Jack schuster
Anne schwartz
robert schwartz
Mikhail segal
gilbert n. segel
Mary shaffer
Beryl sherman
Joan shoults
Paul smead
suzanne W. smith
Melanie r. soles
Bernard g. solomon
Bonnie spiesberger
Abigail stavisky-lipner
Marlene W. stein
John C.H. stewart
Esta-lee stone
leyla taranto
suc thierry
Veronica thomas
Claire s. thompson
Joy C. thornton-Walter
linda threadgill
Merle tresser
Maikai tubbs
Maryann Van dongen
Elisabeth Van nuys
norma Vaschetti
Maritza Vasquez-Munita
leslie Wallant
sarah Weisberg
Kathryn Weiss
Fredda Weiss
Judith Weitz
linda Whelihan
thomas J. Williams
lon W. Williams
Elizabeth Wilson
Helga Winkels
Jean Witz
Anita Yan
Ben Yang
nancy E. Yanofsky
tracy l. Young
Patricia Zalisko
Kate M. Zarouk
Ben Zhao

[ mad supporters ]

Laura Regensdorf and Quy NguyenEddie BorgoChrissie Miller and Leo Fitzpatrick

Photos courtesy of Alejandro Benchimol, ric Kallaher, and Michael Piech
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Was it his early study of philosophy  
that made him so interested in 
complexity and essence? Whatever 
shaped his aesthetic, his bold forms, 
textured surfaces, and diverse  
materials have made ladstaetter  
one of fashion’s rising stars. And  
now his jewelry is at the store at  
MAd, the Place for Fashion  
Unexpected.

Carved and faceted acrylic beads by  
Florian ladstaetter, handmade in Austria.  
Prices range from $120–$328.

 
the store comes to

this october, we will open a satellite store 
at this prestigious new Jersey mall. Expect 
jewelry by Florian and other directional 
designers, along with pieces by old favorites, 
plus marvelous design objects and fashion 
accessories. A lively roster of trunk shows 
at both locations will make the store your 
favorite shopping destination this fall. 

Hours: Mon.–Wed. and Sat. 10 AM–7 PM, Thur.–Fri. 10 AM–9 PM, Sun. 10 AM–6 PM, 212.299.7700, www.madmuseum.org

From the city of Klimt and Wittgenstein comes florian ladstaetter

the Mall at short Hills, route 24 & JFK Parkway 
short Hills, nJ 07078


